week or so which should then enable ESCOSA to better gauge the average
residential usage per year.
•

In relation to Compass Springs remaining as the sole provider and hence a monopoly,
the residents were unanimous that this was not at all satisfactory. The residents
therefore request one of the following:
o Compass Springs to relinquish their water licence in favour of SAWater,
o Compass Springs to allow an interconnection to the SAWater infrastructure
such that residents can select their supplier and thus introduce competition in
the water supply, or,
o The State Government to fund SAWater to install a separated infrastructure to
mirror that provided by Compass Springs and allow residents to choose their
supplier.

•

Residents suggest very strongly that water contracts in place that extended prior to
Compass Springs purchasing the system, should remain in place under common law.
The residents request that ESCOSA further investigate this.
Please note that many of the residents are paying exactly what SAWater charge (per
tiers and supply charge) and have advised Compass Springs that the matter remains
in dispute while ESCOSA resolves the pricing determination. Note also that ESCOSA
have refused to accept Compass Springs’ claim of outstanding debts of some
$145,000 in the calculation of the draft ‘revenue cap’.

•

•

Residents raised the matter of depreciation of the water infrastructure and request
that ESCOSA further investigate the legitimacy of this given that the water
infrastructure costs and a period of maintenance has always been included into the
purchase price of land at the development stage. The residents are of the view that
by considering depreciation of the assets again as a charge to the residents is in fact
double dipping and request that ESCOSA have this matter further investigated.

Bill Coomans JP
Steven Hayes
Iain Grindle
Denise Coomans
17 January 2021
On behalf of residents who are customers of Compass Springs Water
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